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Brands are the fuel that powers shoppers to make more trips, spend more per trip and stay loyal 

to products and channels. As the brick-and-mortar grocery industry faces increasing competition 

from all angles, an effective brand strategy can be the key to sustained success. To fully leverage 

the benefit of brands, we must understand the value of both national and private brands. This 

report looks at the current state of private brands, why national brands matter, and how a winning 

strategy includes a thoughtful mix of national and private brands. 

Why Brands Matter
Driving Growth with National and Private Brands



Private brands are worth $135 billion annually and account for 18% (all  

extended outlets combined) of consumer packaged goods dollars sold. Private 

brand market share continues to grow at a rate of 3 percent  annually. Nearly one in  

every five dollars spent on consumer packaged goods is spent on a private brand. 

This growth in the financial success and status of private brands has largely been 

the work of a small influential group of retailers. However, most retailers are now 

increasing investments in their own brands.  While the largest channel for private 

brands is grocery, sales have been trending down slightly. Meanwhile, the mass/

club/dollar channel is seeing steady growth in private brand sales.  Most private 

brand growth is breadth – presence in more categories – not gaining share within the 

most important categories.

Most Private Brand Products Are Priced Too Low
When shoppers purchase a private brand over a national brand, the average price 

gap is approximately 20 percent. Retailers need to sell 20 percent more to make up 

for the trade down from a national brand to a private brand to keep revenue steady. 

More than half of private brand items are priced lower than they need to be.  Across 

the industry, each 1 percent of unit volume that shifts to private brands results in a 

loss of $1.5 billion in sales revenue.  

Private brand strategy varies by retailer  

and even by category within retailers.   Some  

private brands drive profitability, some help with  

retailer price perception, and some provide an 

opening price point in a category.    A study of 

over 100 retailers revealed that those retailers that 

are growing both national and private brands are  

experiencing the best overall growth.  The top ten 

growing retailers are also doing a better job of 

converting shoppers into buyers. Most successful  

retailers rely on a strategic mix of both national 

and private brands for healthy growth. 
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The State of Private Brands

National brands are still top dollar: While private brands  

are growing market share, national brands still drive the  

majority of sales and revenue, and lead the largest and fastest 

growing areas of the store.
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Winning Retailers Are Growing  
National and Private Brands
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The State of Private Brands
Private Brand Share Growth  
in Mass and Club Channels
Private brands have been steadily gaining market share in the mass/

club/dollar channel. In 2018, the combined private brand spend in 

mass/club/dollar is expected to surpass that of the grocery channel. 

Household penetration for private brands has remained consistent 

over the past four years but shoppers are spending less per house-

hold. There is a direct correlation between total grocery spending and 

branded sales – when one increases so does the other and vice versa.

In 2017, the average private brand item was worth $42.5 million but has declined by 9 percent since 2014 and continues 

to decline year after year. Private brand sales velocity continues to dilute as more and more private brand items are added  

to the mix. Over the past four years, private brands have grown assortment but their strength per item has been diminishing.  

On the other hand, from a national brand perspective (not pictured), assortment has been stagnant at about 17,000 average  

items for the entire store over the past four years and average dollars per item has remained steady as well. As more items  

are added to already crowded categories, over allocation of private brands compromises inventory levels and if not managed 

well will drive out of stocks on high velocity items.

How Much Is Too Much Private Brand Assortment?
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Private Brands: Dollar Share by Channel
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Not All Categories Are Created Equal
Generally, the more personal, innovative and differentiated the category,  

the more likely a shopper will choose a national brand over a private brand. 

Several of the categories for which shoppers indicated they purchased  

national brands ‘exclusively’ or ‘mostly’ are personal care products used  

on or applied to the body. Meanwhile, nearly all of the categories for  

which shoppers report ‘exclusively’ or ‘mostly’ selecting private brands are 

items for consumption.

Many of the categories at the top of the private brand list such as milk, bread, 

bottled water and sweeteners, are mature categories experiencing little 

growth. Conversely, the categories driving the highest traffic and dollar sales 

also tend to have less private brand development such as salty snacks, frozen 

prepared foods and coffee.

What Attracts Shoppers  
to Private Brands?
Shoppers that purchase private brands come from all 

walks of life but their key reasons for purchasing are  

similar. Most often it boils down to pricing – whether 

being able to positively impact their overall personal 

budget or perceiving that they are getting high quality 

products at a lower price.  Almost half of all shoppers 

also view private brands as having the same ingredients 

and quality as leading national brands – of course this 

varies by category.    
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Which Categories Do Shoppers Rely on  
National Brands or Private Brands Most Often?

% of Shoppers

Source: Acosta’s Strategic Advisors Why Brands Matter Survey, September 2017

Shoppers that did not purchase respective category not included.
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Butter/margarine

Coffee Creamer

Pasta



Value is one of the fastest growing channels and its growth continues with 

store expansions and a new retailer entering the space in June 2017. The 

value experience is different – here shoppers find a limited assortment, 

strong emphasis on private brands, everyday low pricing and a small  

footprint store that lets them get in and out quickly. 

While the value channel is getting a lot of attention lately for its strong 

growth, the big picture tells a different story. Value makes up a small  

percentage of the shopping playing field. For example, conventional grocery 

drives 2.2 times more households and it would take the value channel over a 

decade at the current aggressive growth rate to reach this many households.

What is attracting shoppers to the value channel? It is not necessarily  

private brands. The presence of private brands themselves seems to be low 

on their radar. One in four shoppers claim that store brands influenced 

them to try value stores but this falls well below the importance of price/

value/budget. Additionally, these stores have limited appeal with larger  

audiences of shoppers. For example, shoppers that frequent the grocery  

and mass/super channels find that value retailers fall short in fresh foods, 

convenience and promotions. In the end, the value channel has limited  

appeal among a limited base of fans. 
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The Value Channel Is Growing

Source: Strategic Advisors Value Shopper Online Ethnography  1/18
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(Reasons in order of importance)

What Drives Shoppers to Try the Value Channel?
% of shoppers that respond ‘somewhat agree’ or ‘strongly agree’
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Lower Influencers
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49%

47%

45%

Best everyday prices
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Better value for my money
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MILLENNIALS
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Top Reasons for Purchasing Private Brands When Grocery Shopping
% of shoppers and top reasons by generation

Cost Savings  
Strategy/Help with 
Grocery Budget

Same Ingredients/
Quality as Leading 
National Brand

Best Value/
High Quality  
at Lower Price

Usually  
On Sale
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Why Brands Matter 
For retailers and manufacturers to succeed in today’s environment, it’s important to understand why national brands matter and how they elevate both  

the bottom line and shopper satisfaction. While there are a variety of reasons shoppers may choose a private brand, cost savings is the primary driver.   

Many shoppers view private brands as a compromise and overall, shoppers view national brands to be superior to their private brand counterparts in most 

categories.  Not only does income level affect a shopper’s willingness to accept private brands, but it also varies greatly by category. 

What Drives Shoppers to Buy National Brands? 
Quality is reason number one shoppers purchase national brands. Successful manufacturers have cultivated specialty niches where they are able to invest 

in research, development and innovation to create high quality products. These manufacturers tend to have separate business units focused on specific 

categories/products so they are not spanning the store and trying to be everything to everyone.  

Similarly, manufacturers have leveraged marketing and communications to build brand connections with their consumers. From social/digital media  

and traditional advertising to in-store promotions and packaging, successful manufacturers craft a marketing mix that tells their brand story, drives sales 

and builds loyalty. Promotions, while not as attractive to Millennials, are generally compelling to most shoppers. National brands are able to offer coupons  

and rebates, develop broad campaigns and work with retailers on in-store promotions that drive brand awareness and stimulate sales. 

The combined effect of brand awareness and delivering on quality builds trust with consumers. Forty-seven percent of shoppers rate trust in national brands   

              as one of their top three reasons for purchasing. National brands offer a name that shoppers recognize and trust.

In 53 tracked categories, the majority of shoppers felt that...

41
Categories

12
Categories

0
Categories

“Name brands  
are better than 
store brands”

“Name brands and 
store brands are 
“about the same”

“Store brands  
are better than 
name brands”

Name brands greatest in pet food, 
beauty & personal care, carbonated 
soft drinks, coffee, and chocolate.

Quality parity most likely in perimeter 
(dairy, produce, fresh meat, bakery),  
paper products, and bottled water.

Store brand highest ratings (though still 
not as high as name brands) found most 
often in bread, deli meats, prepared 
foods, and household cleaning.

Source: Acosta Custom The Why? Behind the BuyTM Shopper Survey



The Strength of National Brands

The impact of national brands is significant. National brands eclipse private brands in sheer size and sales. National brands drive shopping trips, including 

more trips per household for both the grocery and supercenter channels.  National brands also fuel spending - shopping trips spurred by national brands are 

more valuable on average by 65 percent and are more valuable in every department.  
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Which of the following, if any, are your top three reasons you 
purchase national brand products while grocery shopping?

Average Shopper Gen XMillennials Boomers

Quality Trust PromosPromos Loyalty Natural/Organic 
Assortments

Sheer Size
Worth over half a trillion dollars.

Dollars in billions (2017)

Traffic
Brands drive more trips per household in 
all departments in conventional grocery 
and supercenters – including the largest 

department (grocery).

Valuable Trips
Brands drive more average dollars 

per trip in every department.
Dollars per trip

Household Penetration
Brands reach more shoppers.

National 
Brands
$558.9

Private 
Brands
$124.1 Higher BRANDED penetration in

12 of 13 departments

Conventional  
Grocery Supercenters

Branded Trips
Per HH

Private Brand Trips  
Per HH

Private Brand %  
of Branded Trips
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The National 
Brand Continuum

Connectivity with  
the consumer via  
marketing programs 
that tell the brand  
story and engage  
the shopper

Insights and 
analytics to 
understand the 
category and 
the shopper

Product/category 
focus and expertise 
as well as continued 
innovation

Promotional 
spending to drive 
demand and 
influence shopper 
decisions
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Acosta is the sales and marketing powerhouse behind most of the trusted brands seen in stores every day. The company provides a range of outsourced sales,  
marketing and retail merchandising services throughout the U.S. and Canada. Visit www.acosta.com to learn more. For more information about this Hot Topic  
report or other strategic insights research, email thoughtleadership@acosta.com. 

Retailers
Understand the roles of national 

and private brands. Retailers should 

start with a clear understanding of 

what they are trying to accomplish 

with private brands whether it  

be profitability, sending a value  

message, responding to the  

value channel or one of many  

other strategies.  

Avoid making private brands  

a ‘price strategy’ and trading  

shoppers down.

Strike the right pricing balance. 

Many private brand products are 

priced too low. Take the opportunity 

to identify key value items.

Assortment is important, don’t 

create out of stocks on profitable 

branded items in order to increase 

private brand assortment which may 

have lower velocities.  

Manufacturers
Tell a compelling brand story,  

sell expertise and product  

understanding to build a brand  

connection with shoppers.

Get creative with co-branding –  

even with private brands.  It may  

be effective to venture out of the box 

and partner with private brands to 

ensure a proper balance.

Leverage research and development  

to bring unique innovations,  

especially as assortment becomes 

more granular to appeal to specific 

shoppers at specific stores.

While private brand promotions  

most often rely on internal retailer  

marketing teams, manufacturers  

tend to have highly knowledgeable 

teams dedicated to certain brands/

product groups to ensure  

promotional efforts via many outlets 

including digital and social media.   

Drive share via promotions.

facebook.com/AcostaSales instagram.com/acostasalesandmarketing twitter.com/AcostaSaleslinkedin.com/company/acosta-sales-&-marketing

A successful brand strategy is crafted from striking the right mix of national and private brands.  

Through research and analysis, marketers can determine the right mix in each department and category  

to maximize shopping trip spend and plan for shoppers’ willingness to compromise or trade down.  

Developing an effective brand strategy includes key elements for manufacturers and retailers.
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